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Let’s Discover DEGE 
Cladding Range

Environmental 
Practicer

DEGE WPC Cladding is made of high strength, water resistant, and 
strong weather resistant composite materials, which is easy and con-
venient to be installed. 
DEGE WPC Cladding is safe and qualified in application and beautiful 
in the landscaping. It is also the new landscape materials in house 
building. It is widely used in the outdoor wall decoration of residence, 
office, hotel and so on.

DEGE is a pioneer in WPC with a vision to lead the industry 
and continually set benchmarks with uncompromised quality 
and unmatched product features. 'No compromises', is our 
ethos, and that's how we offer superlative products to stay well 
ahead of competition. 

DEGE’s multi-range cladding is suitable for every need. Elegant colours, combined with different 
surface finishes, results in an unmatched choice for different conditions that look great and will 
stay that way. High performance, low maintenance, DEGE cladding can satisfy you.
Take your pick from DEGE’s range of five exterior wpc cladding: the advanced coextrusion range, 
the popular authentic range, the simple elegant range, the affordable classical range, the pleasant 
deluxe range.

DEGE Advanced cladding provides an attractive finish for any outdoor construction or building. 
Our advanced cladding products offer the quality, feel and characteristics of wood, but they are 
more durable, and are environmentally friendly.

DEGE Authentic cladding is an ever incresingly popular choice for finishing the outside of commre-
cial and domestic building. It provides a hardwearing, protective layer against the elements and is 
an excellent insulator.

DEGE Elegant cladding takes simple style design, providing better soundproof and heat preserva-
tion effect. With high efficient installation method, applied for cottage and hotels outer decoration.

DEGE CLASSICAL cladding is the popular item in DEGE. Take connecting style design, high efficient 
installation, with lots of surface treatments including sanded, wire-brushed, wood grain and 3D 
embossed and so on, can be used for residences or cottages external decoration.

DEGE Deluxe cladding can be used as a color-stable alternative to real timber planks. When used 
for exterior applications, Deluxe wall cladding is an attractive and economical way to finish the 
exterior of both new and refurbished buildings and never needs painting, staining or treating, 
saving you time and money., 

Make the cladding possess the perfect blend 
of beauty and lasting to make you rely on it.

BSCI is an organization that advocates business compliance with social responsi-
bility ("BSCI"). which  aims to implement a unified set of procedures.

With the perfect mix of durability and beauty, 
our cladding is some of the best in the industry

CLADDING

Forest Stewardship Council - FSC certification ensures that products come 
from responsibly managed forests that provide environmental, social and 
economicbenefits. 

Elegant Color Variations and Different Surface Finishes

DEGE ADVANCED CLADDING

DEGE AUTHENTIC CLADDING 

DEGE ELEGANT CLADDING 

DEGE CLASSICAL CLADDING 

DEGE DELUXE CLADDING 

FSC

BSCI

DEGE® products are all CE certified which indicates conformity with health, 
safety, and environmental protection standards for products sold within the 
European Economic Area.

SGS is the world's leading inspection, appraisal, testing and certification organi-
zation, and a globally recognized benchmark for quality and integrity .

DEGE Advanced cladding is with the outer capping, it is resistant 

to weather and the spills of everyday life. The advanced cladding 

is exceptional in holding its premium finish and full color.
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DEC04: Teak

DEC07: Maple

DEC02: Rosewood DEC01:Charcoal

DEC08: PaleDEC05: Light Grey
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DEGE AUTHENTIC

Four-sided capping, Exceptional Looks

3-Dimensional Pattern, Best-selling Range

Items Choice

Detail Image

DEGE Authentic cladding is with the 3-dimensional design, gives 

you the concise and atmospheric feel. Authentic cladding is the 

best-selling range.

Simple Design, Elegant Effect
DEGE Elegant cladding adpots simple design: large V-groove to show 

the elegant effect. Whether on a new build or renovation project, it 

can have a dramatic impact on a building’s appearance and can pro-

vide both warmth and attractiveness.
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DE01：Red Wood

DE05： Wood

DE02：Maple DE04：Teak

DE07: Light  Coffee DE08: Light  Grey

DE01：Red Wood

DE05： Wood

DE02：Maple DE04：Teak

DE07: Light  Coffee DE08: Light  Grey

Color  Choice
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DEGE ELEGANT

Items Choice

Absolute Value, Multiple Choice
DEGE Classical cladding is with absolute value and uncompromised 
standards, this range is available in multiple choice of colors and fin-
ishes. 
DEGE Classical is perfect in any commercial or domestic, new build 
or refurbishment cladding project.
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DEGE DELUXE 

Instruction
& Installation

Instruction & Installation

Items Choice

Color  Choice

Clips and screw are the main accessories for wall cladding. Please contact 
DEGE expert at www.dgfloors.cn for more information

Items Choice

Natural aesthetic, Economical Choice
DEGE Deluxe cladding preserves the natural aesthetic of wooden 

cladding but with additional durability and much less maintenance. 

It is your best and economical choice.
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Tools & Accessories

DE01：Red Wood

DE05： Wood

DE02：Maple DE04：Teak

DE07: Light  Coffee DE08: Light  Grey

DE01：Red Wood

DE05： Wood

DE02：Maple DE04：Teak

DE07: Light  Coffee DE08: Light  Grey

FLOORS & WALLS

Code: DEC02  Size: 219*26mm Code: DEC04  Size: 169*26mm

Code: DE03  Size: 218*28mm

Code: DE05, Size: 173*36mm Code: DE03, Size: 150*21MM

Code: DE04, Size: 156*21mmCode: DE08, Size: 156*21mm Code: DE04, Size: 148*21mm

Code: DE05   Size: 172*28mmCode: DE01   Size: 172*28mm

Code: DE11  Size: 169*28mm

1. Install the keel first

4. Fix the wall panel to 
the keel with screws

7. The first vertical
 installation

8. The second vertical 
installation

9. Add edge seal

5. The whole wall board 
needs screws to be fixed on 
the keel

6. Insert the second 
wallboard into the first wallboard, 
and repeat steps 4 and 5

2. Metal buckle installed
at the bottom of the keel

3. The bottom wall panel is                
stuck on the metal buckle

Joist

Clip 02  

Clip 01  

Clip 01  

Expansion Screws

Exterior  WPC Cladding
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